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1. INTRODUCTION
For the description of module categories over finite-dimensional alge-
bras, the automorphisms of these algebras play an important role. For
example, in the process of constructing indecomposable modules, an
often-used concept is to apply algebra automorphisms to already con-
structed indecomposable modules, which are not invariant under these
automorphisms, in order to get new indecomposable modules. On the
other hand, looking at modules which are invariant under a group of
algebra automorphisms leads to additional structural statements about the
algebra.
By Morita's theorems we get the following relationship between auto-
equivalences of the module category over an algebra and algebra automor-
phisms: Given a finite-dimensional basic K-algebra L, all K-linear auto-
equivalences of the category of finitely generated L-modules are already
given by K-algebra automorphisms of L. Since every autoequivalence is
additive, an arbitrary autoequivalence, not necessarily K-linear, is still
given by a ring automorphism.
So far, there is very limited knowledge with respect to automorphisms of
finite-dimensional algebras. Even for local algebras, the structure of the
automorphism groups has not been determined in general so far. For
canonical algebras L, however, Lenzing and Meltzer were able to con-
struct generators for the automorphism group of the derived category of
w xthe category of finitely generated L-modules 8 .
In this article, automorphisms of string algebras, which are certain
special biserial algebras, are examined.
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For string algebras, the indecomposable modules have a specially simple
 w x.form; they are given as so-called ``string'' and ``band'' modules cf. 4, 10 .
It follows from this description that string algebras are either of finite or of
tame representation type. Additionally, all homomorphisms between two
string or band modules can be described as K-linear maps associated to
 wcertain quiver homomorphisms of the underlying strings or bands cf. 5,
x.7 . Since all irreducible maps between string or band modules can be
obtained, either combinatorically or by applying certain functors to almost
w y1 xsplit sequences in K T , T -mod, the structure of the Auslander]Reiten
 w x.quiver of a string algebra is also known cf. 4 .
The main result of this paper is the following: With the aid of pushout
arguments, all possible operations of ring automorphisms of an arbitrary
basic string algebra L on all components of the corresponding
Auslander]Reiten quiver except the 1-tubes are described. More precisely,
it is shown that for every such ring automorphism s of L there exists a
quiver automorphism f of the Ext-quiver of L, which can be extended to
an algebra automorphism of L, such that s and f induce the same
operation on the isomorphism classes of all indecomposable L-modules
which do not lie in 1-tubes.
Additionally, consequences with respect to automorphisms which fix the
isomorphism class of a certain indecomposable module are studied. In case
L has a suitable form and the automorphism s fixes a two-dimensional
string module up to isomorphisms, it follows that s fixes all indecompos-
able L-modules which do not lie in 1-tubes up to isomorphisms.
These results extend naturally to statements about autoequivalences of
the category of finitely generated modules over an algebra of dihedral
w xtype. This kind of algebra has been introduced by Erdmann 6 in order to
classify 2-blocks of group rings with dihedral defect groups up to Morita
w xequivalence. In particular, it follows from the results in 6 that for every
 .algebra L of dihedral type, the quotient algebra L rsoc L is a string0 0 0
algebra.
This paper is organized as follows: After introducing string algebras and
giving the precise definition of string modules in Section 2, the main result
about automorphisms of string algebras is proven in Section 3. Section 4 is
devoted to algebras of dihedral type.
Throughout this article, K denotes an algebraically closed field. All
algebras are finite-dimensional K-algebras; all modules are finitely gener-
ated left modules. L-mod denotes the category of finitely generated
L-modules. Maps are written on the left, but maps are composed as if they
were written on the right.
The Auslander]Reiten quiver of a finite-dimensional K-algebra L
should be viewed as a translation quiver where the translation is given by
the Auslander]Reiten translation which is defined for all nonprojective
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indecomposable L-modules. As a general reference to Auslander]Reiten
w xtheory, use, for example, 1, 2 .
w xThe results of this paper are related to a result in 3 where autoequiva-
lences of B-mod which fix one indecomposable B-module up to isomor-
phisms were studied for blocks B of group rings with cyclic defect groups.
 .Note that Brsoc B is also a string algebra and that the Auslander]
w xReiten quiver of B does not contain any 1-tubes. In 3 this special case
was then used together with other methods to verify a conjecture of
Zassenhaus for various classes of finite simple groups. However, examples
show that this application does not generalize to 2-blocks with dihedral
defect groups.
2. STRING ALGEBRAS
Before we can give the definition of string algebras, we need some
well-known facts about basic algebras:
Every finite-dimensional basic K-algebra is of the form K Q oprI for a
unique finite quiver Q and some admissible ideal I. Here, an admissible
ideal denotes an ideal I of the path algebra K Q op which is generated by
linear combinations of paths of length at least 2 such that all paths of
length n are contained in I, for some n.
Since all modules are left modules, the path algebra K Q op correspond-
ing to the opposite quiver Q op is considered. Then the category of
representations of Q is equivalent to the category of K Q op-modules.
 .If Q is a quiver and b is an arrow of Q, s b denotes the starting point
 .of b in Q and e b denotes its end point.
DEFINITION 2.1. A finite-dimensional K-algebra L is called special
biserial provided the corresponding basic algebra K Q oprI satisfies the
following conditions:
 .1 Any vertex of Q is the starting point of at most two arrows.
 U .1 Any vertex of Q is the end point of at most two arrows.
 .2 For a given arrow b , there is at most one arrow g with
 .  .s b s e g and bg f I.
 U .2 For a given arrow g , there is at most one arrow b with
 .  .s b s e g and bg f I.
If, additionally, I is generated by zero relations, L is called a string
algebra.
Note. If L is an arbitrary special biserial algebra and P is a full set of
representatives of the projective L-modules which are also injective and
  ..not uniserial, then L s Lr [ soc P is a string algebra. Further-P g P
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more, the indecomposable L-modules are exactly the indecomposable
L-modules which are not isomorphic to any P g P.
For string algebras, the indecomposable modules are described with the
aid of strings and bands, and the string and band modules give a complete
description of all indecomposable modules. As a reference, use, for exam-
w xple, 4, Sect. 3 . Since we will need the precise definition of string modules
and some well-known properties in the following, we give a brief introduc-
tion to these notions.
Let L s K Q oprI be the basic algebra of a string algebra. Given an
y1  y1 .  .arrow b of Q, denote by b a formal inverse for b , with s b s e b ,
 y1 .  .  y1 .y1e b s s b , and write b s b. A word w is a sequence w ??? w ,1 n
 .  .where w is either an arrow or a formal inverse such that s w s e wi i iq1
 .  .  .  . y1 y1for 1 F i F n y 1. Define s w s s w , e w s e w , and w s w ???n 1 n
wy1. For each vertex u of Q there exists an empty word 1 of length 01 u
 .  .  .y1with e 1 s s 1 s u and 1 s 1 . Denote the set of all words by W .u u u u
In the following, Greek letters inside words always denote arrows.
2.2. Strings and String Modules
Strings. Let ; be the equivalence relation on W such that w ; wX ifs s
and only if w s wX or wy1 s wX. Then strings are representatives w g W
of the equivalence classes under ; with the following property: Eithers
w s 1 or w s w ??? w , where w / wy1 for 1 F i F n y 1 and nou 1 n i iq1
subword of w or its formal inverse belongs to I.
A string C s w ??? w , n G 0, is called directed if all w are arrows, and1 n i
C is called inverse if all wy1 are arrows.i
String Modules. Let C s w ??? w be a string of length n and let Q1 n C
be the linear quiver
w w1 n
Q s ? ? ??? ? ? ,C
w wb bi i6
6
where ? ? s ? ? if w s b is an arrow and ? ? s ? ? ifi
w s by1 is a formal inverse. Then the representation of Q which assignsi C
to each vertex as vector space the field K and to each arrow as map the
identity map defines a L-module. This module is called the string module
 .  .M C corresponding to the string C. More precisely: Since M C has
 .K-dimension n q 1 as K-vector space, let z , . . . , z be base vectors0 n
 .  .generating M C . Then w : L ª Mat n q 1, K which denotes the repre-C
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 .sentation of L corresponding to M C is given as follows:
 .  .Let w u s T for vertices u of Q and w a s T for arrows a of Q.C u C a
 .  .  .  .Set ¨ i s e w for 0 F i F n y 1, ¨ n s s w . Theniq1 n
z , if w s a ,¡ iy1 i
z , if ¨ i s u , .i ~ y1T ? z s and T ? z s z , if w s a ,u i a i iq1 iq10, else, ¢
0, else.
In the following, the representation w is called the canonical representa-C
 .  .  y1 .tion corresponding to M C or C, respectively. Since M C and M C
 .are isomorphic, the isomorphism type of M C is independent of the
representative C of the equivalence class under ; .s
The isomorphism classes of the simple L-modules correspond bijectively
 .to the string modules M 1 , u a vertex of Q.u
We say that a string C starts on a peak provided there is no arrow b with
Cb a string, and that C starts in a deep provided there is no arrow g with
Cgy1 a string. Dually, we say that C ends on a peak provided there is no
arrow b with by1 C a string, and that C ends in a deep provided there is no
arrow g with g C a string.
For each vertex u of Q, there exist at most two directed strings starting
in u and ending in a deep. Let these be C and C , where we set C s 11 2 2 u
if there is only one directed string which starts in u and ends in a deep.
 .Then the projective indecomposable L-module P u is the string module
 y1 .  .M C C . Dually, the injective indecomposable module E u is the string1 2
 y1 .module M D D , where D and D are the directed strings which end1 2 1 2
in u and start on a peak. Again, we set D s 1 in case there is only one2 u
directed string ending in u and starting on a peak.
Auslander]Reiten Components Consisting of String Modules. The string
modules which have only one predecessor or only one successor in the
Auslander]Reiten quiver correspond either to directed strings ending in a
 .  .deep or starting on a peak, or to empty words 1 if P u or E u isu
uniserial.
The Auslander]Reiten components consisting of string modules are the
following:
v Periodic components: The ends of these components consist of
string modules corresponding either to directed strings both starting on a
 .  .peak and ending in a deep, or to empty words 1 if both P u and E uu
are uniserial.
v Nonperiodic components with boundary: The modules forming the
boundary are either projective or injective modules, or string modules
corresponding to directed strings starting on a peak or ending in a deep, or
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they are simple modules with uniserial projective cover or uniserial injec-
tive hull.
v Nonperiodic components without boundary: In these components
exactly two arrows start in each vertex and exactly two arrows end in each
vertex and the Auslander]Reiten translation is always defined.
For the proof of the main result, we do not need the precise definition
of band modules. But we need the following properties:
 .Properties 2.3. i Bands are certain representatives of equivalence
classes under an equivalence relation ; on the set of all words of lengthr
at least 1 having the same starting and end point. Every equivalence class
under ; is the union of certain equivalence classes under ; . Inr s
particular, for every representative B of an equivalence class under ;r
which corresponds to a band there exists an equivalence class under ;s
corresponding to a string such that the word B can also be chosen as
 .representative for this class. Band modules are parametrized as M B, l, m ,
where B is a band, l g KU , and m G 1 is a positive integer.
 .ii All band modules lie in 1-tubes. Additionally, the string modules
lying in 1-tubes are those corresponding to certain directed strings C,
which both start on a peak and end in a deep, and their successors in the
Auslander]Reiten quiver. These have the form Cby1 Cby1 ??? Cby1 C,
where b is the unique arrow such that Cby1 is again a string. One can
interpret the string modules lying in 1-tubes as certain ``band'' modules
 y1 .my 1 .  y1 .with parameter l s 0: M Cb C ( M bC , l s 0, m .
Because of the special structure of the indecomposable modules over a
string algebra, it follows that all string algebras are either of finite or of
tame representation type.
In the following, when we use the expression ``string'' we usually mean
the corresponding isomorphism class of indecomposable string modules or
a representative of the equivalence class under ; with correspondings
  ..linear quiver and canonical representation cf. 2.2 .
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF STRING ALGEBRAS
After the basic definitions and properties concerning string algebras, we
now prove the main result of this paper:
THEOREM 3.1. Let L s K Q oprI be a basic string algebra and let s be an
autoequi¨ alence of L-mod. Then there exists a qui¨ er automorphism f of Q
which preser¨ es I and can therefore be extended to a K-algebra automorphism
of L such that
s M ( f M .  .
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for all indecomposable L-modules M which do not lie in 1-tubes of the
Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er corresponding to L.
Note. Since every autoequivalence is additive and since L is basic, we
can assume that s is a ring automorphism of L.
For the proof of this theorem we need to know the structure of the socle
and the radical of string modules.
3.2. Simple Submodules, Socles, and Radicals of String Modules. Let
C s x ??? x be a string of length n with canonical representation w ,1 n C
 . n  .and let M C s [ Kz as K-vector space. If N ( M 1 is a simplei uis0
 .submodule of M C , then there exists an invertible matrix A s
 .a withi j 0 F i, jF n
w )1uy1A w A s . q .C  /0 )
 .  .All submodules of M C which are isomorphic to M 1 are explicitlyu
 .found if all matrices A are found which fulfill q . The first column of
these matrices then gives the possible K-base vectors of these simple
submodules.
The following is valid for the first column of each matrix A fulfilling
 .q : a s 0 for all i with x is an arrow or x is a formal inverse ori, 0 i iq1
 .  .  .s x / u or e x / u. Therefore, each simple submodule of M Ci iq1
 .which is isomorphic to M 1 is given as K¨ with ¨ s  d z whereu jg J j j
 < 4  .J s i i a sink and d g K. If s x / u, then d must be zero.j j j
 .   ..Thus the socle of M C is given as soc M C s [ Kz . Dually, thejjg J
 .   ..  <radical of M C is given as rad M C s [ Kz with R s i i not arr g R
4source .
Here the sinks and sources are defined as the sinks and sources of the
linear quiver Q corresponding to C.C
Additionally, we need the following result about strings whose underly-
ing linear quiver has at most two changes of direction:
LEMMA 3.3. Let T be a string with
dg g d e ey1 x 1 1 z6 6
6 6
6 6Q s ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ? x , y G 1, z G 0 .T
x xqy xqyqz0
which means that the linear qui¨ er Q corresponding to T has one or twoT
changes of direction. Let S and S be the following two submodules of0 `
  ..soc M T : S s Kz and S s Kz . If X and Y are two submodules of0 0 ` xqy
  ..  .  .  .soc M T with X ( S , M T rX ( M T rS , Y ( S , M T rY (0 0 `
 .   ..M T rS , and X [ Y s soc M T , then there exists a module automor-`
 .  .  .phism t of M T with t S s X and t S s Y.X , Y X , Y 0 X , Y `
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  ..Proof. This is proven by looking at all possible submodules of soc M T
and their corresponding factor modules. Note that every module automor-
 . y1phism of M T is given by an invertible matrix Q with Q w Q s w .T T
  ..The only proper submodules of soc M T are of the form S s Kz ,0 0
 .  .  .S s Kz , and, if e g s e d , also K z q bz for b / 0.` xqy 1 y 0 xqy
If we look at the corresponding factor modules, we get the following:
dg g d e ey2 x 1 1 z6 6
6 6
6 6M T rS ( M ??? ??? ??? , .  .0
dg g d e eyy11 x 1 2 z6 6
6 6
6 6M T rS ( M ??? ??? [ M ??? . .  . .`
 .  .  .Now let e g s e d and S s K z q bz , b / 0. Then1 y b 0 xqy
M T rS ( M T rS .  .b 0
if and only if either g / d and z G x or g s d and y ) x , .  . .  .1 y 1 y
M T rS ( M T rS .  .b `
if and only if z s 0 , g s d and y - x . .  . .1 y
Thus we know precisely which submodules can play the role of X and Y.
In each of these cases, standard matrix calculations show the existence of
the automorphism t .X , Y
Now we can prove Theorem 3.1:
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since L is basic, all simple modules have
K-dimension 1 which means that s preserves the K-dimension of all
L-modules. The theorem is proven in several steps:
Step 1. Construction of the quiver automorphism f : s maps simple
modules to simple modules. The simple modules are precisely the string
 .modules M 1 , u a vertex of Q. Thus there exists a permutation ; ofu
 .  .the vertices of Q with s : M 1 ¬ M 1 . We define: f : u ¬ u.Äu uÄ
s maps two-dimensional modules to two-dimensional modules. Let a
 .   ..   ..be an arrow of Q. Note: M a is uniserial with rad M a ( soc M a
 .  .   ..  .   ..( M 1 and M a rsoc M a ( M 1 . Thus s M a is also unis-ea . sa .
 .  .& &erial with radical M 1 and quotient of the socle M 1 .
 .  .e a s a
 .  .  .a Assume that M a does not lie in a 1-tube. Then s maps M a
 .to another two-dimensional string module M a . We define: f : a ¬ a .Ä Ä
 .  .b If M a lies in a 1-tube, then the string modules in the Auslan-
 .der]Reiten component of M a correspond to strings of the form
 y1 .na b a , n a nonnegative integer, and Q contains a subquiver of the
a
1 1 .   .  ..form ? i ? Since dim Ext S , S s dim Ext s S , s S , it follows thati j i j
u ¨b
aÄ
Q also contains a subquiver of the form ? i ?
u ¨Ä Ä Äb
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 .  .If M b does not lie in a 1-tube, then we have already defined f b in
 .   ..   ..part a to be the arrow with s M b ( M f b . It follows then that
Ä  ..  .M f b does not lie in a 1-tube and that f b must be one of a or b.Ä
Ä .  .Suppose f b s b. Then we define: f: a ¬ a . If M b also lies in aÄ
1-tube, then the only strings which contain a or b and do not lie in
 y1 .n  y1 .m1-tubes are of the form ab or a b for n, m positive integers.
ÄThen we define: f : a ¬ a , b ¬ b.Ä
Thus we get a quiver automorphism f : u ¬ u, u a vertex in Q; a ¬ a ,Ä Ä
a an arrow in Q.
Step 2. f preserves the ideal I: Since the ideal I is generated by paths
of K Q op, it suffices to prove the following: If a ??? a is a directed string,1 n
then a ??? a is a directed string. To prove this statement, we prove aÄ Ä1 n
stronger result:
If a ??? a is a directed string, then a ??? a is a directed string.Ä Ä1 n 1 n
Moreover,
 .  . ) If M a ??? a does not lie in a 1-tube, then s maps M a ???1 n 1
.  .a to M a ??? a .Ä Än 1 n
Proof. This is proven by induction on n. Since I is generated by paths
of length at least 2, the result holds for n s 1 by the definition of ; .
 .  Now let n G 2 be arbitrary. Then, by 3.2 , it follows that rad M a ???1
..  .  .   .. a ( M a ??? a and M a ??? a rsoc M a ??? a ( M a ???n 1 ny1 1 n 1 n 2
.  .  .a . Furthermore, M a ??? a and M a ??? a do not lie in 1-tubes.n 1 ny1 2 n
   ... Thus, by the induction assumption, rad s M a ??? a ( M a ???Ä1 n 1
.   ..    ...  .a and s M a ??? a rsoc s M a ??? a ( M a ??? a .Ä Ä Äny1 1 n 1 n 2 n
 . Therefore, s maps M a ??? a either to the string module M a ???Ä1 n 1
.  y1 y1 .a or to a band module of the form M ga ??? a , l, 1 for some l. InÄ Ä Än n 1
 .both cases, a ??? a is a string. If M a ??? a does not lie in a 1-tube,Ä Ä1 n 1 n
 .  .  .then s must map M a ??? a to M a ??? a , and therefore ) holds.Ä Ä1 n 1 n
For the rest of the proof, we use the following convention: If C is a
string, then we write C to denote also the corresponding linear quiver and
the corresponding string module together with its isomorphism class.
Furthermore, we use the expression ``string'' instead of ``string module.''
In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove the following
statement:
 .  .a Let C s w ??? w be a string such that s C is again a string.1 n
Ä .Then s C s C s w ??? w .Ä Ä1 n
Äy1 y1Here w s b if w s b is a formal inverse.Äi i
 .  .Step 3. Proof of a : To prove a , we have to ``cut'' the string C into
 .suitable pieces submodules . These pieces are themselves strings whose
corresponding linear quiver has at most two changes of direction. Thus we
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 .prove statement a first for these kinds of strings:
 .  .0 By the proof in Step 2 we know that a is valid for directed
strings and thus for strings whose corresponding linear quiver has no
change of direction.
 .1 For strings C where the corresponding linear quiver has exactly
 .  .  .one change of direction, a follows by looking at rad C and Crsoc C :
y1 y1  .Let C s a ??? a a ??? a , i G 1. We prove a by induction on1 i iq1 n
n y i. The case n y i s 0 is already known because in this case C is a
y1 y1  . y1directed string. If C s a ??? a a ??? a a , then rad C ( a ???1 i iq1 n nq1 2
y1  . y1 y1  .a a ??? a and Crsoc C ( a ??? a [ a ??? a , by 3.2 .i iq1 n 1 iy1 iq2 nq1
  .. y1Thus, by the induction assumption, we get that rad s C ( a ???Ä2
y1  .   .. y1 y1a a ??? a , s C rsoc s C ( a ??? a [ a ??? a . Thus weÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äi iq1 n 1 iy1 iq2 nq1
Ä y1 y1 .  .get that s C s C. For C s a ??? a a ??? a , a is proven dually.1 i iq1 n
 .2 In the case that C has exactly two changes of direction, we use
the following observation: C always has the form C s ay1 ??? ay1a ???1 i iq1
y1 y1  .a a ??? a , i, j y i G 1. The case n y j s 0 is known by 1 . If n y jj jq1 n
G 1, then there exists exactly one submodule S with S ( 1 and1 1 ea .i
CrS ( ay1 ??? ay1 [ a ??? a ay1 ??? ay1. Here we use that S is a1 1 iy1 iq2 j jq1 n 1
 .submodule of soc C and the proof of Lemma 3.3 where all factor modules
corresponding to simple submodules are determined. Dually, there exists
exactly one submodule S with S ( ay1 ??? ay1a ??? a [ ay1 ???2 2 1 i iq1 jy1 jq2
ay1 and CrS ( 1 . Using these two submodules together with theirn 2 sa .j Ä .factor modules, we get that s C s C.
We also need the following case where C has exactly three changes of
direction:
 . y1 y1 y1 y13 C s a ??? a a ??? a a ??? a a ??? a with i, j y1 i iq1 j jq1 k kq1 n
 .  .  .i, k y j, n y k G 1. By looking at rad C and Crsoc C and using 3.2 , we
Ä .get again that s C s C.
Since s maps almost split sequences to almost split sequences, it follows
 .  .  .by 0 and 1 that a is already proven for all periodic components and
for all nonperiodic components with boundary.
Now let C be a string in a nonperiodic component without boundary.
 y1 . r  y1 . sThen C can be written as C s M b A g N , where A is a string, M
and N are directed strings of maximal length lying in 1-tubes, and r and s
are the largest nonnegative integers such that C has this form.
 .  .  .The case r ) 1 or s ) 1 follows from the case r, s F 1 : C always
lies in the same component of the Auslander]Reiten quiver as A. We may
assume that r ) 1. Then B s My1b A is one predecessor of A. If the case
Ä Ä .  .  .r, s F 1 is proven, then it follows that s A s A and s B s B.
Because of the properties of string algebras the following is valid: If the
predecessors of a string F are D, E and the successors are G, H, then the
Ä Ä Ä Ä Äpredecessors of F are D, E and the successors are G, H.
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Thus, for all modules X lying in the same component of the
Ä .Auslander]Reiten quiver as A, we get that s X s X and thus, espe-
Ä .cially, s C s C.
 .  .Thus it remains to prove the case r, s F 1 : C has either form a
 .  .C s¤ C ª or form b C s¤ C ¤ or form c C sª C ¤ . In0 0 0
either of these cases C s [n Kz can be written asjjs0
a .
b a b a b a0 1 1 2 2 ky16
6
6
6
6
6
C s¤ C ªs ? U ? U ? ???0 1 2
0si i i0 1 2
b aky1 k6
6
? U ? ,k
i i snky1 k
b .
b a b a b a b0 1 1 2 2 k k6
6
6
6
6
6
6C s¤ C ¤s ? U ? U ? ??? ? U ? ,0 1 2 kq1
n0si i i i0 1 2 k
c .
a b a b a b0 0 1 1 k k6 6
6
6
6
6C sª C ¤s ? U ? U ? ??? ? U ? ,0 0 1 kq1
n0 i i i0 1 k
where U does not contain any double sinks ª¤ for all n and k G 2.n
 .  .  .Note that the cases k F 1 are done in 0 through 3 . Then soc C s S [0
S [ ??? [ S with S s Kz for 0 F n F k. Let T , . . . , T be the following1 k n i 1 kn
submodules of C: T s [i1 Kz , T s [in Kz for 2 F n F k y 1, and1 j n jjs0 jsiny1n  .T s [ Kz . Then soc T s S [ S for 1 F n F k. Now C is ak j n ny1 njsi ky 1  .multi-pushout of MP where i and i are canonical embeddings.n , n n , nq1
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Denote the canonical embedding of S into T by i , and the canonical0 1 0, 1
embedding of S into T by i .k k k , k
 .Note. A multi-pushout of this diagram MP is a module X together
with morphisms f : T ª X, 1 F n F k, such that i f s i f forn n n , n n n , nq1 nq1
 .all possible n , and the following universal property: Given Y, g with g :n n
T ª Y and i g s i g for all possible n , then there exists an n , n n n , nq1 nq1
unique z : X ª Y with f z s g for all n . If X exists, then X is unique upn n
to isomorphisms. It follows from this definition that C is a multi-pushout
 .of MP .
 .  .Since we consider the case r, s F 1 , it follows by Property 2.3 ii that
 .all T are strings which do not lie in 1-tubes. Therefore, all s T are againn n
strings.
We want to apply now both s and f to the multi-pushout diagram
 .  .MP and compare the two obtained multi-pushout diagrams s MP and
 .  .  .  .f MP : s C is a multi-pushout of s MP and f C is a multi-pushout of
 .  .  .f MP . Let now r s s i , r s s i , 1 F n F k y 1, andn , n n , n n , nq1 n , nq1
 .  .  .also r s s i , r s s i . Also let t s f i , t s0, 1 0, 1 k , k k , k n , n n , n n , nq1
 .  .  .f i , 1 F n F k y 1, and t s f i , t s f i .n , nq1 0, 1 0, 1 k , k k , k
 .  .  .  .Denote by A the morphism r , r : s S [ s S ª s Tr, n ny1, n n , n ny1 n n
 .  .  .  .and by A the morphism t , t : f S [ f S ª f T . Sincet , n ny1, n n , n ny1 n n
all T are strings with at most two changes of direction in the correspond-n
 .  .ing linear quiver, we know already that s T ( f T . Thus there existsn n
 .  .an isomorphism Q : s T ª f T . This means especially thatn n n
   ...   ..  .Q soc s T s soc f T . Since soc T s S [ S , it follows thatn n n n ny1 n
 .  .   ..  .  .   ..s S [ s S ( soc s T and f S [ f S ( soc f T . Thusny1 n n ny1 n n
there exist unique isomorphisms
j : s S [ s S ª soc s T .  .  . .n ny1 n n
and
z : f S [ f S ª soc f T .  .  . .n ny1 n n
such that A s j ? i and A s z ? i . Here i and i , respec-r, n n s , n t , n n f , n s , n f , n
tively, denote the natural embeddings of the socle into the module. Thus
y1  .  .  .  .q [ j Q z : s S [ s S ª f S [ f S is also an isomor-n n n n ny1 n ny1 n
 .  .phism. We want to look at the images of s S and s S under this q .ny1 n n
 .By Lemma 3.3 there exists an automorphism m of f T which mapsn n
   ...   ..    ...   ..Q j s S onto z f S and Q j s S onto z f S . If wen n ny1 n ny1 n n n n n
denote Q m again by Q , then this new Q has the same properties as then n n n
y1  .old Q , and additionally the new q s j Q z maps s S isomorphi-n n n n n ny1
 .  .  .cally onto f S and s S isomorphically onto f S .ny1 n n
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 .Thus we get the following commutative diagrams D , 1 F n F k:n
Ar , n 6
0 ª s S [ s S s T ª cokernel ª 0 .  .  .ny1 n n
6 6
x
q Qn n
At , n 60 ª f S [ f S f T ª cokernel ª 0 .  .  .ny1 n n
<  .  . <  .  .Since q : s S ª f S and q : s S ª f S are isomor-s S . s S .n n n nq1 n nn n
<  < .y1  .phisms, the composition q q is an automorphism of s S .s S . s S .n nq1 nn n
 .Since s S has K-dimension 1, this automorphism is given by multiplica-n
U < <tion with a scalar v g K . If we denote q by q , and qs S . s S .n n n , ny1 nny1 n
 .  .by q , then we get that the multi-pushout diagrams s MP and f MPn , n
are equivalent:
The equivalence follows because
r v ??? v Q s v ??? v q tn , n 1 ny1 n 1 ny1 n , n n , n
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and
v ??? v q t s r v ??? v Q for 1 F n F k y 1.1 ny1 n , n n , nq1 n , nq1 1 n nq1
 .  .These equations follow from the commutative diagrams D . Since f Cn
Ä Ä .s C, it follows that s C s C. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 is proven.
Theorem 3.1 has the following corollary which is a rigidity statement:
COROLLARY 3.4. Let L be a connected string algebra such that the
op  .corresponding basic algebra K Q rI has the following properties )) :
 .i If Q contains one of the following subqui¨ ers:
then ga f I or ba f I.
 .ii Dually, if Q contains one of the following subqui¨ ers:
then ag f I or ab f I.
Then s fixes the isomorphism classes of all indecomposable L-modules which
do not lie in 1-tubes, if s fixes the isomorphism class of a two-dimensional
string module.
Proof. We may assume that L s K Q oprI is basic. By Theorem 3.1
there exists a quiver automorphism f such that s and f induce the same
operation on all strings which do not lie in 1-tubes. Therefore, it suffices to
show the statement for f instead of s . Since Q is connected it is enough
 .  .to show the following: If f fixes an arrow a with u s s a and ¨ s e a ,
 .  4  .  4then f fixes all arrows z with either s z g u, ¨ or e z g u, ¨ .
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 .  .Let now f fix a with u s s a and ¨ s e a . Then f also fixes the
 .  .vertices u and ¨ . If z is an arrow with s z s u or e z s ¨ , then f fixes
z since every vertex of Q is the starting point of at most two arrows and
the end point of at most two arrows.
 .Let b be an arrow with s b s ¨ . Either b is the only arrow with this
 .property then f fixes b or there exists another arrow g with s g s ¨ . In
this case there are five possibilities for the subquiver of Q containing a ,
b , and g :
 . .In the first three cases we use )) i : Since these cases are symmetric in
b and g , we can assume that ba f I. Then ga g I. Since f maps the
string ba either to a string ja or to a band module with band of the form
ray1jy1, ja is again a string. Thus ja f I which means j s b , and f
fixes b and therefore also g . In the last two cases it follows immediately
that f fixes g and thus f also fixes b.
 .  . .Now let b be an arrow with e b s u. By using )) ii we get, dually
to the former case, that f fixes b. This proves Corollary 3.4.
4. ALGEBRAS OF DIHEDRAL TYPE
After having looked at string algebras, we want to deal with algebras of
dihedral type which are closely related to string algebras. For more details
w xabout these algebras, see 6 .
DEFINITION 4.1. A finite-dimensional K-algebra L is called an algebra0
of dihedral type if it satisfies the following conditions:
 .1 L is symmetric and indecomposable.0
 .2 The Cartan matrix of L is nonsingular.0
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 .  .3 The stable Auslander]Reiten quiver G L has the followings 0
components:
 .i 1-tubes,
 .ii at most two 3-tubes,
` Ä Ä .iii nonperiodic components with tree class A , A , or A .` 5 1, 2
 .  .Remarks 4.2. i If B is a block of a group algebra KG, char K s 2,
with dihedral defect groups, then B is an algebra of dihedral type.
 .ii If L is an algebra of dihedral type, then L has at most three0 0
w xsimple modules 6, Theorem VI.3 .
 .iii The quivers and relations for basic algebras of dihedral type
whave been determined up to Morita equivalence by Erdmann. In 6, Chap.
xVI a list of the possible quivers and relations can be found. Furthermore,
all algebras belonging to this list are basic algebras of dihedral type.
 .iv If L is an algebra of dihedral type, then it follows by this0
 .classification that L s L rsoc L is a string algebra. Thus the nonprojec-0 0
tive indecomposable L -modules are the indecomposable L-modules and0
 .the stable Auslander]Reiten quiver G L of L can be obtained froms 0 0
 .  .  .the Auslander]Reiten quiver G L of L. In fact, G L and G L are thes 0
same as quivers but not as translation quivers.
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 extend naturally to the algebras of
dihedral type:
THEOREM 4.3. Let L s K Q oprJ be a basic algebra of dihedral type and0
let s be an autoequi¨ alence of L -mod. Then there exists a qui¨ er automor-0 0
phism f of Q which preser¨ es J such that0
s M ( f M .  .0 0
for all indecomposable L -modules M which do not lie in 1-tubes of the0
corresponding Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er. Additionally, if s fixes the isomor-0
phism class of a two-dimensional string module, then s fixes the isomor-0
phism classes of all indecomposable L -modules which do not lie in 1-tubes of0
the Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er corresponding to L .0
 .  . opProof. By Remark 4.2 iv , L s L rsoc L s K Q rI is a string alge-0 0
bra. Furthermore, s induces an autoequivalence s of L-mod. Thus, by0
Theorem 3.1, there exists a quiver automorphism f which preserves I
 .  .such that s M ( f M for all indecomposable L-modules which do not
lie in 1-tubes. Therefore, it suffices to show that f also preserves J and
thus can be extended to a K-algebra automorphism f of L . Then0 0
 .  .s M ( f M for all nonprojective indecomposable L -modules which0 0 0
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do not lie in 1-tubes. The simple L -modules never lie in 1-tubes because0
 y1 .mthe strings lying in 1-tubes are of the form Cb C for some maximal
directed string C and for all loop arrows b there exists m with b m g I.
Thus it follows also for a projective indecomposable L -module M that0
 .  .s M ( f M .0 0
wWe look now at the list of quivers Q and corresponding ideals J in 6,
xVI.7]VI.9 which describe all basic algebras of dihedral type up to Morita
equivalence. The possible quiver automorphisms f of Q which preserve
the ideal I of the corresponding string algebra yield immediately that all
these f also preserve the ideal J except for the case
L s K Q oprJ , char K s 2, .0
and
k k k k k2 2J s YX y XY , X y YX , Y , XY X , YX Y , k G 1. .  .  .  .  .
Thus we have only to consider this case.
Note that for k s 1 the only component of the Auslander]Reiten
quiver which is not a 1-tube consists of the string modules corresponding
 y1 .n  y1 .nto the strings 1 and XY , X Y for n G 1. Thus every quiver
automorphism of Q fixes all these string modules and we can choose f to0
be the trivial quiver automorphism of Q. Let now k G 2.
Then the ideal I of the corresponding string algebra is I s
w .k  .k 2 2 xYX , XY , X , Y , k G 2. Thus the quiver automorphism f of Q
which permutes X and Y preserves I but does not preserve J. Therefore,
we have to show that every possible s does not permute the string0
modules corresponding to the strings X and Y. Then we get that in this
case s operates trivially on all indecomposable L -modules which do not0 0
lie in 1-tubes, and f can be chosen as the trivial quiver automorphism.0
We may assume that s is a ring automorphism of L . L has the0 0 0
following base vectors as K-vector space:
2 ky121, X , Y , X , XY , XYX , XY , . . . , XY X , YX , YXY , .  .
2 ky1YX , . . . , YX Y . .  . 4
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Thus
s Y s a q b X q c Y q dX 2 q b XY q b XYX q b XYXY q ??? .0 1 1 2 3 4
ky1 ky1q b XY X q c YX q c YXY q ??? qc YX Y .  .2 ky1 2 3 2 ky1
 .  .2with coefficients in K. s Y has also to fulfill the relation s Y s 0.0 0
 .2Looking at the coefficients of the base vectors in s Y we get the0
following: The coefficient of 1 is equal to a2, and thus it follows a s 0.
2 2  2 2 .The coefficient z of X has the form z s b q d b q c where d s 1 if1 k k
k is even, and else d s 0. Thus for odd k it follows immediately that
b s 0. Let now k be even. Here we look at the coefficients z of1 2 iq1
 . iXY X, 1 F i F k y 1:
z s b b q c , .3 1 2 2
z s b b q c q b b q c , .  .5 1 4 4 3 2 2
z s b b q c q b b q c q ??? qb b q c . .  .  .2 iq1 1 2 i 2 i 3 2 iy2 2 iy2 2 iy1 2 2
If we assume that b / 0, then we get successively b s c , b s c , . . . ,1 2 2 4 4
b s c for all 1 F i F k y 1. Thus we have for even k that b s c , and2 i 2 i k k
therefore z s b2. This means that b s 0, which is a contradiction to our1 1
assumption. Therefore, we get that b s 0 for all k G 2.1
 .Now let M s M X be the string module corresponding to the string X.
 .  .Then Y operates on s M as s Y . Since a s 0 s b , Y operates on0 0 1
 .  .  .s M as zero matrix. Since M X and M Y are the only two-dimen-0
sional indecomposable L -modules which do not lie in 1-tubes, it follows0
 .that s M ( M. Thus s does not permute the string modules corre-0 0
sponding to X and Y. Therefore, we have proven the first part of the
theorem.
Let now L s K Q oprJ be an arbitrary algebra of dihedral type. Let0
op  .L s K Q rI s L rsoc L , and assume that s fixes the isomorphism0 0 0
class of a two-dimensional string module. Then the induced autoequiva-
lence s also fixes a two-dimensional string module up to isomorphisms.
w xIf we look at the possible Q and I in 6, VI.7]VI.9 , we see that L
 .fulfills the conditions )) of Corollary 3.4. Thus s fixes the isomorphism
classes of all indecomposable L-modules which do not lie in 1-tubes, and
therefore s fixes the isomorphism classes of all nonprojective indecom-0
posable L -modules which do not lie in 1-tubes. Since the simple L -0 0
modules are fixed, s has also to fix the projective indecomposable L -0 0
modules. This proves Theorem 4.3.
Remark 4.4. If L s K Q oprJ is a basic algebra of dihedral type, then0
w xthe list of possible quivers Q and ideals J in 6, VI.7]VI.9 shows that in
many cases every quiver automorphism f of Q which preserves J is0
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trivial and thus fixes in particular the isomorphism class of a two-dimen-
sional string module. By Theorem 4.3 it follows then that every autoequiva-
lence of L -mod fixes the isomorphism classes of all indecomposable0
L -modules which do not lie in 1-tubes of the corresponding0
Auslander]Reiten quiver. This is, for example, the case for all L such0
 .  .  .  .that Q is of type 2 A , 3 B , 3 L , or 3Q , where the notation of the
w xquivers is as in 6 .
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